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1 Introduction

Permissionless blockchains were designed to be self-sustaining networks operating without

the support of legal institutions and with the goal of allowing for open participation and

censorship resistance. To achieve this, the consensus achieved across many nodes must

be resistant to attacks by malicious agents. Consequently, to participate as a validating

node that can propose new information on the blockchain, agents are required to incur

participation costs. The general idea is that any attacker would have to incur similar costs

to co-opt the network to any malicious end. Thus, the magnitude of the costs faced by

attackers is a measure of the security or resilience of the network being a key component of

any “no attack incentive constraint.”

Budish (2022) has recently highlighted what might potentially be a fundamental conflict

between participation constraints faced by honest nodes and incentive constraints intended

to deter attackers. In order for nodes to participate in a network, they cannot expect to earn

losses; that is, any rewards compensating nodes for their participation must (weakly) exceed

expected participation costs. At the same time, because a permissionless blockchain protocol

does not make distinctions based on the (unobserved) motivations of node operators, while

an attacker may face costs in taking control of a network, they are able to access the very

same rewards that offset those costs for honest nodes. Thus, Budish (2022) argues that, in a

frictionless setting, the net costs incurred by a majority attacker are zero.1 Suffice it to say

in such situations, blockchains would be open to attacks and have effectively zero resilience.

Budish focuses on permissionless proof of work blockchains and identifies a number of

frictions that may create positive net attack costs. Bakos and Halaburda (2021) identify

a distinct set of frictions and also consider proof of stake blockchains. Our purpose here

is to focus squarely on the within-protocol effects to understand the nature of the costs

imposed on an attacker by the protocol and how these might change with other factors

of the environment. Thus, we abstract away from external forms of regulation such as

anticipated changes in exchange rates following an attack or the enforcement of contractual

compliance including payment.

Our paper finds a stronger concern than that raised by Budish (2022). We find that

the net costs for an attacker may be less than zero. While the block rewards in the form

of newly minted tokens do not change during the attack, the total transaction fees may

change if the blocks themselves are capacity constrained. Thus, because transactions are

presumed to arrive at the same rate regardless of whether an attack is underway or not,

1While Budish focuses on an attacker who has access to majority of hashing power, Chiu and Koeppl
(2022) develop a similar ”no double spending incentive condition” for the case of minority attacker.
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there is reduced total block capacity on attacking chains and hence, the fees of transactions

that are confirmed are higher than the attacker would have received by processing blocks

in the absence of an attack. Thus, the net costs of an attack can be positive and hence,

there is an incentive for an agent who controls more than half of the hash power to attack

even if there are no external benefits to an attacker. This suggests that costs incurred by a

potential attacker are not securing the blockchain at all.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section sets up the model by looking at the

outcome in the absence of a majority attack on a permissionless Proof of Work blockchain.

The model is more general than previous treatments as it relies on general cost functions that

may differ between miners. Section 3 describes the attack leading to the main contribution

of the paper in Section 4 where the costs of a majority attack are examined in close detail.

Section 5 then highlights the role of transaction fees that have been, thusfar, neglected in the

blockchain security literature.2 Section 6 then reviews some dynamic considerations while a

final section concludes.

2 Outcome without an Attack

We examine a Proof of Work protocol.3 Following Ma et al. (2018) and Biais et al. (2019),

let hi denote the resource allocation by miner i to a blockchain, where i ∈ M. The cost of

providing hi is ci(hi), a non-decreasing, (weakly) quasi-convex function. Let H denote the

total hash power in any given period, i.e., H =
∑

i∈M hi, where we drop time subscripts for

convenience. In this environment, if the time it takes miner i to solve the required computa-

tional puzzle is yi, then this time is a random variable with an exponential distribution with

parameter hI

D
where D parameterizes the difficulty of the computational puzzle. A block

is mined by the first miner to solve the puzzle which happens at time Y = min{y1, y2, ...}.
By the properties of exponential distributions, Y also follows an exponential distribution —

with parameter 1
D
H. Difficulty (D) is adjusted periodically (in Bitcoin every two weeks) so

that, on average, a block is mined every τ periods. That is, τ = 1
H/D

or D = τ H. Initially,

we will assume that all agents take D as fixed.4

2Huberman et al. (2021) do examine the determination of fees but only under the assumption that there
are no attacks in progress.

3For an overview of Proof of Work and Proof of Stake protocols, see e.g., Halaburda et al. (2022a) and
Halaburda et al. (2022b).

4Another way of expressing this outcome is that, if a node contributes resources, then there is a prob-
ability, pi, they will be selected as a leader to propose, and perhaps confirm, a block of transactions at a
given point in time. Leshno and Strack (2020) show that when the selection probability, pi, is equal to

hi

H ,
then this satisfies properties such as anonymity, Sybil resistance and zero returns to merging. That same
selection probability is what is explicitly used in proof of stake protocols and the implied probability in proof
of work protocols.
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If a miner wins the contest and proposes a valid block, they receive a reward or newly

minted tokens with the expected value in fiat currency terms of R. In addition, the proposer

receives transaction fees paid by users to confirm transactions in the block with an expected

fiat currency value of Φ.

All of this implies that miner i expects to mine hi

τ H
blocks per unit of clock time. Thus,

in each period, i’s expected profits are:

hi

τ H
(R + Φ)− ci(hi)

Let h∗
i be the hash power that maximizes these expected profits. Then the participation

constraint for miner i is:
h∗
i

τ H
(R + Φ) ≥ ci(h

∗
i )

Thus, if M′ ≡ {i ∈ M| h∗
i

τ H
(R+Φ) ≥ ci(h

∗
i )}, then M′ is the set of active miners in a period

for given τ , R and Φ. Note that if D remains fixed, if, ceteris paribus, there is an increase

in H, then τ will fall and the cardinality of M′ will be weakly smaller.

3 Description of an Attack

It has been long understood that Proof of Work protocols are vulnerable to a majority

attack that can be implemented by a miner who controls a majority of the hash power.

As noted earlier, Nakamoto (2008), and the literature that follows had presumed that the

within-protocol costs associated with acquiring and applying hash power to carry out that

attack would create a barrier to such attacks. Here we describe such attacks as their nature

is critical to the determination of attack costs in the following section.

There are two extreme versions of a majority attack: an outside or an inside attack.

Budish (2022) focuses on outside attacks. In an outside attack, holding D as constant for

the duration of the attack and recalling that H is aggregate ‘incumbent’ aggregate hash

power, an attacker adds hash power of hA to the network where hA > H. In an inside

attack, the attacker is someone who is able to coordinate or acquire control of hA incumbent

nodes where hA > 1
2
H. More generally, an attack comprises a mixture of incumbent and

additional hash power. That is, hA must exceed hA, the minimum hash power for a successful

attack where hA ≡ max{1
2
H,H −h∗

A}. For some cases below, it will be convenient to denote

α as the share of hash power procured internally (e.g., α =
h∗
A

hA
). Then a majority attack

requires hA > H − αhA or hA > 1
1+α

H.

A majority attack is an attempt to control and re-write transactions on the blockchains.
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We follow Budish (2022) in assuming that the (net presented discounted expected) private

benefits to an attacker, A, are Vattack. In specific applications, Vattack can be derived from

further analysis to calculate the returns to double-spending or the censorship of other users.

The attack involves the majority miner creating a fork of the blockchain that they keep

private. Difficulty does not adjust.

• on the attacking branch, all the blocks are mined by the attacker; the expected number

of blocks per unit of time is hA

D
= hA

τ H
.

• on the honest branch, the expected number of blocks per unit of time is H−αhA

τ H
< hA

τ H
;

the attacking branch is mining blocks faster on average than the honest branch.

• the attack will succeed with probability 1, and the expected (or intended) duration of

the attack is L.5

If the costs of mounting an attack of expected length L are Cattack(L), then a majority attack

is not worthwhile if: ( h∗
i

τ H
(R + Φ)− ci(h

∗
i )
)
L ≥ Vattack − Cattack(L)

Budish (2022) refers to this as an incentive compatibility constraint on Proof of Work

blockchains for an equilibrium free of attacks to exist.

4 Costs of a Majority Attack

We are now in a position to characterise the expected costs of an attack, Cattack(L). We will

note here that these costs are comprised of the direct costs of an attack and indirect costs.

We will characterise each in turn.

If A supplies hash power of hA to the attack chain, the costs of doing so are cA(hA). As

these are applied for the duration of the attack, the direct cost component of Cattack(L) are
cA(hA)L.

The indirect cost component of Cattack is actually a mitigation of costs because, once A

establishes the longest chain following the attack, they will receive the block rewards and

transaction fees earned during the attack. Let R̃ and Φ̃ be those benefits for each block

mined during an attack. As A is the only miner on the attack, chain their expected number

of blocks per unit of time is hA

D
. Thus, the second component of Cattack is hA

D
(R̃ + Φ̃)L.

5Budish (2022), examining an outside attack, provides a calculation for the expected number of blocks
to be mined before the attacker has the longest chain. Here we want L to be the clock time, not the number
of blocks but also, as will be shown, the precise level of L does not matter for the results below.
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Putting these together,

Cattack(L) = cA(hA)L − hA

D
(R̃ + Φ̃)L

However, we can expect that during the attack, A will choose hash power h̃A to minimize

Cattack(L) subject to hA ≥ hA which implies that

Cattack(L) =
(
cA(max{h̃A, hA})−

max{h̃A, hA}
D

(R̃ + Φ̃)
)
L

It is assumed, for the moment, that R̃+ Φ̃ ≥ R+Φ (which will be shown to be true below)

and, therefore, that h̃A ≥ h∗
A. Note that it is entirely possible that Cattack could be zero or

negative. Regardless, the incentive compatibility constraint becomes:

( h∗
i

τ H
(R + Φ)− ci(h

∗
i )−

max{h̃A, hA}
τ H

(R̃ + Φ̃) + cA(max{h̃A, hA})
)
L ≥ Vattack

The left-hand side of this inequality, presenting the opportunity costs (that is, direct costs

Cattack plus non-attack earnings) could be positive or negative. We turn now to explore the

conditions that allow us to sign those opportunity costs.

4.1 Linear mining costs

To build intuition, consider the case that Budish (2022) focuses, on where ci(hi) = c hi for

i ∈ M′ and for external hash power ci(hi) = κc hi where c > 0 and κ ≥ 1. Also, assume that

hA is the minimal required hash power for a successful attack of expected duration L. Thus,
the total direct costs of an attack are c(α + κ(1 − α))hAL. The indirect cost component is
hA

D
(R̃ + Φ̃)L.
As Budish (2022) notes, with linear and symmetric costs, the participation constraint

holds for each miner with equality giving rise to a free entry condition for all i ∈ M′:

hi

τ H
(R + Φ) = c hi

Aggregating over i ∈ M′, this simplifies to:

R + Φ = c τ H
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Thus, the incentive compatibility constraint becomes:

hA

(
0− 1

τ H
(R̃ + Φ̃) + c(α + κ(1− α))

)
L ≥ Vattack

Using the free entry constraint, cτH = R + Φ, this can be re-written as:

hA

τ H

(
− (R̃ + Φ̃) + (R + Φ)(α + κ(1− α))

)
L ≥ Vattack

Note that the right hand side is decreasing in α, κ and R̃ + Φ̃− (R + Φ).

This analysis provides some generalization over Budish (2022) who implicitly assumes

that R̃+Φ̃ = R+Φ. Note that, in this case, the incentive compatibility constraint becomes:

hA

τ H
(κ− 1)(1− α)(R + Φ)L ≥ Vattack

The left-hand side will be zero if either κ = 1 (implying that Cattack = 0 or if α = 1). In

these cases, so long as Vattack > 0, the blockchain is not secure. A majority attacker either

faces “zero” net attack costs or “zero” opportunity costs from an attack. Thus, a majority

attacker need not lose anything in order to earn Vattack.

Our analysis puts focus on what happens to block rewards and transaction fees during

an attack as these drive the right-hand side of the incentive compatibility constraint when

(κ− 1)(1− α) > 0.

4.2 General mining costs

When there are general mining costs, cA(hA) represents the total cost’s A has to expend per

period in order to apply hA in hash power to the network (whether attacking or not). Thus

if hA ≤ h∗
A, i.e., the required hash power for a majority attack is less than the hash power

A would devote internally to mining when not attacking. In this case, some outside hash

power is required and given the quasi-convexity of cA(hA), then that additional hash power

will involve higher marginal costs than the purely internal average costs of
cA(h∗

A)

h∗
A

.

Given this, it is instructive to provide some more precise definitions of an inside versus

an outside attack.

• If hA ≤ h∗
A, a purely internal attack is feasible. However, even in this case, if h̃A > h∗

A,

outside hash power of h̃A − h∗
A is applied to the attack.

• If hA > h∗
A, a purely internal attack is not feasible and outside hash power is required.
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Flow
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Figure 1: Attacker Profits and Costs

• If hA > h̃A, then the total amount of hash power applied to the attack is hA. Let

ĥA ≡ {hA|
h∗
A

τ H
(R+Φ)− cA(h

∗
A) =

hA

τ H
(R̃+Φ̃)− cA(hA)}. If hA > ĥA, then A’s earnings

during the attack will be lower than their earnings had they not undertaken the attack.

In this case, an attack involves a positive opportunity cost for A.

This implies that for direct attack costs to be positive, i.e., Cattack(L) > 0, it must be the

case that
hA

τ H
(R̃ + Φ̃) − ci(hA) < 0. A necessary condition for this is that h̃A < hA. Thus,

if a purely internal attack is feasible, then Cattack(L) < 0; direct attack costs are negative.

Figure 1 depicts these different attack characteristics.

One case where the sign of the left-hand side of the incentive compatibility constraint can

be identified is when mining costs are symmetric amongst all miners (i.e., ci(hi) = c(hi) for all

i) and the majority attack is purely outside (i.e., h∗
A = 0). In this case, =

h∗
A

τ H
(R+Φ) = cA(h

∗
A)

and so
hA

τ H
(R̃+Φ̃) ≤ cA(hA). Thus, Cattack > 0. This, however, is just another variant of the

result found by Budish (2022) for the linear cost case.

4.3 Renting internal hash power

As argued by Bonneau (2016), it may be possible for the attacker to rent hash power from

miners currently participating in the blockchain. To rent hR
I of hashing power currently in
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use, the attacker needs to compensate the owner, i.e., pay

r(hR
I ) =

hR
I

D
(R + Φ)− cRI (h

R
I ) + εI ≳

hR
I

D
(R + Φ)− cRI (h

R
I ) .

for some εI ≳ 0.

Then the cost of the attack becomes

cA(hA)−
hA

D
(R̃+Φ̃)+cRI (h

R
I )−

hR
I

D
(R+Φ)+r(hR

I ) = cA(hA)−
hA

D
(R̃+Φ̃)+

hR
I

D
(R+Φ−(R̃+Φ̃))+εI

where hA is the power the attacker directly provides himself, and hR
I is the power he rents

from the current miners.

Notice that renting hashing power that is currently in use affects hA. The minimal

hashing power needed for majority attack when renting internally is hA
I (h

R
I ) ≳ H−h∗

A−hR
I .

When i rents hR
I > 1

2
H − h∗

A, then h∗
A + hR

I > hA(h
R
I ). This means that the attacker can

conduct a successful majority attack using no more than their original h∗
A.

5 Transaction fees collected during an attack

The above analysis shows that a key driver of the costs of a majority attack are differences

between block rewards and transaction fees during an attack (i.e., R̃ and Φ̃). Note that, with

Bitcoin, the block reward rarely changes and is fixed by the protocol. Thus, it is difficult to

think of reasons why R̃ would differ from R. For this reason, we focus here instead on what

happens to transaction fees.

Every transaction t is characterized by amount of space it takes, σt > 0 and transaction fee

per unit of space offered by a user, φt ≥ 0. Transactions arrive randomly and independently,

and on average, the sum of σt for all transactions arriving in a unit of time is σ.

Blocks have a fixed capacity of b that is set by the protocol. For Bitcoin, the block size

is limited to 1MB, which can house over 2,000 transactions. If blocks, on average, are not

at capacity, i.e., τ σ ≤ b, then users gain no advantage in terms of the speed of transaction

processing and so will not find it optimal to offer a fee above zero. In this case, Φ = 0.

On the other hand, if the demand for blockchain transactions is higher than the supply,

i.e., τ σ > b, then only transactions paying the highest fee per unit of space get included in

the block. In this case, to determine Φ, order all transactions available at a point in time

(e.g., transactions that arrived during the last τ units of time since the last block) by φ in

such a way that φ1 ≥ φ2 ≥ ... with some of these inequalities strict. To avoid the knapsack

problem, it is assumed that all transactions have the same size and therefore, σ is simply the
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average number of transactions. Then the fees collected with this block are Φ = σ
∑B

t=1 φt,

where T is defined by
∑B

t=1 σt = b; which is equivalent to picking the b highest φ’s from the

distribution where φt is repeated σ times

Given this, we can prove the following.

Lemma 1 Suppose that users do not alter their transaction fee submissions during an attack

and that hA ∈ (1
2
H,H]. If τ σ > b, Φ̃ ≥ Φ.

Proof. Note that unless hA ≥ H, the total number of blocks confirmed per period on the

attacking chain is strictly less than the number of blocks confirmed per period when there

is no attack. As users do not alter their transaction fee submissions, the attacking chain has

a strictly lower total block capacity per period. Thus, there exist transactions that would

have been confirmed in equilibrium but for the attack that is not confirmed on the attacking

chain. As the attacker chooses transactions for each block to maximize total fees, this implies

that total fees on the attacking chain per block exceed those that would otherwise arise per

block in equilibrium.

The simple intuition behind this result is that under the attack, fewer blocks are added to

the blockchain per unit of time, and therefore the capacity of the blockchain (i.e., supply of

processed transactions) is lower, while the demand for processing transactions remains the

same. When mining a block under attack, A has not only the same transactions available as

they would have without an attack but also some new arrivals, which may offer higher fees.

(These ”new arrivals” would have been picked up by other miners without attack.)

It is useful to note that, for the same reason, fees on the honest chain during the attack

also increase. However, these fees are never paid out to miners as the attacking chain

eventually becomes the longest chain.

Given this, we have demonstrated the following:

Proposition 1 Suppose that there exists a miner A such that hA ≤ ĥA. An equilibrium

without a majority attack does not exist even if Vattack = 0.

Proof. The condition that ĥA ≥ hA says that A earns positive profits during the attack and

that these profits equal or exceed the profits A would earn without an attack. Thus, the

opportunity cost of an attack is negative.

Note that, be definition, hA ≤ H, so that the attacking blockchain at most matches the

speed of the original blockchain without an attack. Thus, Φ̃ ≥ Φ as per Lemma 1.

If ĥA < hA, then the opportunity cost of an attack is positive (see Figure 1). In this case,

an attack would only proceed if Vattack > 0.
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5.1 Possibility of renting internal hashing power

With Φ̃ > Φ, the possibility of renting internal hashing power makes the attacks less costly.

Proposition 2 With possibility of renting internal hashing power, any miner can success-

fully attack at negative cost of attack, i.e., the attack is beneficial even if Vattack = 0.

Proof. Acknowledging that R̃ = R, when Φ̃ > Φ, the cost of attack with renting hR
I of

hashing power already used in the blockchain is

cA(hA)−
hA

D
(R + Φ̃) +

hR
I

D
(Φ− Φ̃) + εI︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

Since A can rent hR
I > 1

2
H − h∗

A, then successfully attacking with h∗
A of own hash power is

an option. Optimizing attacking has power to minimize the cost,

Cattack ≤(
cA(h

∗
A)−

h∗
A

D
(R + Φ̃) +

hR
I

D
(Φ− Φ̃) + εI

)
L <

(
cA(h

∗
A)−

h∗
A

D
(R + Φ̃)

)
L

<

(
cA(h

∗
A)−

h∗
A

D
(R + Φ)

)
L

which means that the incentive compatibility constraint is violated, i.e., it is beneficial to

attack even if Vattack = 0.

5.2 Reflections on an outside attack

The above analysis demonstrates that the scenario of a purely outside attack is somewhat of

a special case in understanding the security of the blockchain. For that reason, it is useful

to consider this case more carefully. In so doing, we focus on the linear cost case.

Recall that in a purely outside attack, the expected direct cost of mining per unit of time

is ahA = aαH, whereby free entry condition a = R+Φ
τH

. So the expected cost of mining during

the attack is ahA = α
τ
[R + Φ]. The mitigating mining rewards during the attack bring in

expectation α
τ
(R + Φ̃). So the net cost of the attack per unit of time is α

τ
([EΦ − Φ̃). The

total expected cost of the attack is:

L(α)
τ

α(Φ− Φ̃) > 0

It would seem that with an attack from outside, the attack’s cost increases with the attack’s

length. However, the attacker can always limit the number of blocks mined in the attack
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to one more than the number of blocks mined on the honest blockchain. That is, the

moment that A mines one more block than the honest blockchain, the attack ends.6 Thus,

A produces only one more block than the honest blockchain, no matter how long the attack

lasts. Therefore, more properly, the expected number of blocks A mines in the attack is
L
τ
+ 1. The expected mining cost (with shutting down if necessary) is

(L
τ
+ 1

)
(R+Φ). The

mitigating mining rewards are
(L
τ
+ 1

)
(R + Φ̃).

Note that with
(L
τ
+ 1

)
Φ̃, A processes all the transactions that would go into the honest

blocks during L
τ
, and they also creates one additional block of ”second tier” transactions

paying strictly less. That is, the total fees collected by the attacker throughout the attack

are L
τ
Φ + Φ̃(L). Note also that Φ̃(L) is increasing in the length of the attack L. This is

because there are more second-tier transactions, and the highest paying b transactions of

second-tier transactions pay more. Therefore, the total expected cost of the majority attack

from the outside is

Φ− Φ̃(L) > 0

The net cost of the attack is still positive, but it decreases as the attack takes longer.

5.3 Comparison with selfish mining

It is useful to compare this result with the work by Eyal and Sirer (2018). That paper

demonstrates that a non-majority miner controlling between one-third and one-half of total

hash power can find it optimal to deviate for the honest outcome and mine a private chain

when all other nodes are honest. The difference here is that the mechanism for a majority

attack is a straightforward majority attack where the attacker controls more hash power than

all other miners during the attack. Thus, it is an attack available only when the attacker

can achieve a majority whereas selfish mining is only profitable for a minority miner. In this

regard, the two results are complementary. They expand the potential range of outcomes

whereby an honest equilibrium outcome may not be sustainable.

6Recall there is no escrow period as that is a convention outside of Proof of Work protocols. If there
were an escrow rule, this would not change the logic. Suppose an attacker is forced to wait until the honest
blockchain produces at least w blocks before revealing their longer chain. If A mined continuously during
that time, they would mine in expectation αw blocks, possibly more than w+1. However, the attacker does
not need to mine more than w + 1. Thus, they can shut down mining after reaching w + 1, and wait until
the honest block reaches w to reveal their longer chain. This will allow them to save on the mining cost that
is not necessary for the success of the attack.
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6 Accounting for Dynamic Adjustments

The above model is static in nature in that it is assumed that the behavior of users, difficulty

levels and honest miner behavior do not change during the attack. Here we account for these

potential dynamic adjustments to examine the robustness of our results above.

6.1 Users adjusting their transaction fee bids

Until now, we have assumed that the transactions (including fees offered) arrive in the same

way during the attack as they would without an attack. But, in fact, the users may adjust

the fees they offer based on the congestion they observe.

We assume that the attacker keeps their branch of the fork secret until ready to reveal

the longest chain. Only the honest blockchain (first the benchmark blockchain and then the

honest non-attacking branch) is visible to the users before the attack is executed, and users

respond only to this.

In the case of a fully outside attack, users see no change and do not adjust their bids. In

the case of an internal attack, the time between the blocks on the honest branch increases,

decreasing the supply of transactions recorded per unit of time. Therefore, users who adjust

their bids will adjust upward, increasing the difference, Φ̃ > Φ.

6.2 Algorithm adjusting mining difficulty

The previous analysis held the difficulty, D, of the blockchain fixed at D = τH where

H is the previous aggregate hash power and τ is the targeted average time between block

confirmations. However, as already noted, during an attack, when hA < H, the time between

block confirmations (on both the honest and attacking chain) increases. If difficulty were

to adjust during the attack, it would restore the timing of blocks back to τ . Because the

aggregate hash power on the honest and attack chain are different, then, by the time, the

attack chain is made public, the two chains would have different difficulties. Here we explore

how this changes the operation and incentives of an attack.

A simple conjecture might be that if difficulty adjusts immediately, something we can

theorize about even though it cannot occur in practice, the two competing forks’ difficulties

would adjust and either one could be the longest chain and the attack chain, despite having

more hash power, would have no advantage. However, the longest chain rule is not, in fact,

purely a convention based on the longest chain. Instead, when two competing fork branches

have different difficulties, the generalized longest chain rule becomes the heaviest chain rule.

That is, the number of blocks is weighted by the difficulty so that the branch with the most
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computational power behind it is chosen.7

In Bitcoin, difficulty adjusts every 2600 blocks. To adjust, the algorithm takes the average

(reported) clock time that it has taken to mine these 2600 blocks, and if that number is

different than 10 min, it adjusts the difficulty to such a number that would yield 10 min given

the power used over the past 2600 blocks. Note that this adjustment is purely retrospective

and does not account for the difference in more recent changes vs old changes. Therefore,

if twice as much hashing power was present over the last ten blocks, the algorithm won’t

assume this is the hashing power going forward. It will take the average over the 2600 blocks.

Now, suppose that the attack started d blocks before the change of difficulty. On average,

it took τ(2600−d) time to mine the blocks on the benchmark blockchain. Then, the average

time to mine a block on the attacking branch with power hA and difficulty D = Hτ is

YA = 1
θA

= D
hA

. So at the time of the difficulty adjustment, the total average time it took to

mine 2600 blocks on this branch is τ(2600− d) + dτ H
hA

= τ
(
(2600− d) + d H

hA

)
.

With that, the new difficulty is

D′
A = D

2600

(2600− d) + d H
hA

.

Note that D′
A < D when hA < H and D′

A > D when hA > H. Moreover,the new expected

time between blocks is

Y ′
A =

D′
A

hA

= τ
H

hA

2600

(2600− d) + d H
hA

.

When d = 2600, then Y ′
A = τ . But when d < 2600, then Y ′

A > τ when hA < H and Y ′
A < τ

when hA > H.

Whenever hA ≥ hA, then A’s attack eventually succeeds with probability 1. This is

because, by the definition of hA, hA ≥ hA will make the attacking branch heavier, even if

not longer. Therefore, we can express the clock-counted expected length of the attack as

L = LpreD + LpostD, where LpreD is the expected length of the attack before the difficulty

change (LpreD = dτ) and LpostD is the expected length of the attack after the difficulty

change.

In such a case, the cost of the attack is

Cattack(hA) = LpreD[cA(hA)−
hA

D
(R + Φ̃)] + LpostD[cA(hA)−

hA

D′
A

(R + Φ̃postD)]

where D′
A is the difficulty on the attacking branch after adjustment, and Φ̃postD are the

7The difficulty of each fork is observable to all miners as it is captured in the level of the computational
problem each faces. See e.g., https://learnmeabitcoin.com/technical/longest-chain
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expected fees per block on the attacking branch after the adjustment.

So, if hA
i < H, then D′

A < D and the attacking branch mines more blocks than before

the adjustment change, hA

D′
A
> hA

D
. Thus, the attacker gets more block rewards per unit of

time after the difficulty adjustment. But the expected fees are lower per block after the

adjustment than before, Φ̃postD < Φ̃. Nonetheless, they are still (weakly) higher than on the

benchmark blockchain, Φ̃postD ≥ Φ, because Y ′
A ≥ τ , i.e., the blocks are created more slowly,

and thus the capacity of the blockchain on the attacking branch is weakly smaller than on

the benchmark blockchain. It is strictly smaller, and Y ′
A > τ when d < 2600. Altogether,

hA

D′
A
(R+ Φ̃postD) >

hA

DA
(R+ Φ̃postD) >

hA

DA
(R+Φ). Therefore, the cost of attacking for h∗

A > 0

is lower than the opportunity cost even with difficulty adjustment:

min
hA

Cattack(hA < H) ≤ Cattack(h
∗
A) <

(
cA(h

∗
A)−

h∗
A

D
(R + Φ)

)
L ,

confirming our base result.

If hA > H, then D′
A > D, which means that the number of blocks the attacker mines after

the difficulty change is lower than before the difficulty change, hA

D′
A
< hA

D
. Nonetheless, the

new expected time between blocks is still lower than on the benchmark blockchain, Y ′
A < τ ,

which means Φ̃postD < Φ. With that,

Cattack(hA > H) >

(
ci(hA)−

hA

D
(R + Φ)

)
L .

The cost of attack is positive when cA(hA) ≥ hA

D
(R+Φ). With free entry condition, it holds

when the attacker is weakly less efficient than the marginal miner, e.g., when the cost of

mining is linear cA(h) = c h.

6.3 Miners adjusting their participation

For our earlier results, we assumed that an attack was short-run and, thus, the number

of honest miners was held constant. Thus, there was no entry or exit of honest miners.

Accounting for changes in the participation constraint of honest miners impacts the results

in an important way.

Many potential miners may be ready to join if the mining becomes marginally more

profitable. At the outset, prior to an attack, the blockchain profit of a marginal miner is zero,

and thus additional miners do not enter. In case of an external attack, the observable honest

branch does not differ from the benchmark blockchain, and hence there is no additional

entry.
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In the case of an internal attack, the honest branch of the fork slows down, increasing

mining rewards as fees per block increase (whether adjusted or not), and block reward stays

the same. That will encourage new mining power to enter.

If the potential entrant miners on the fringe have at least the same mining efficiency as

the marginal miner in the benchmark blockchain, then the honest branch of the blockchain

will grow up to H in mining power. That changes the requirement on hA, and basically

requires that hA ≳ H, making it a fully external attack.

If the entry of these new, equally efficient miners happens immediately, the cost of the

attack is larger than the opportunity cost. This is because the cost of the attack is positive

(because it’s effectively a fully external attack), and the opportunity cost is weakly negative

(the miner had non-negative payoff from mining on the benchmark blockchain).

If the entry of these new, equally efficient miners is delayed, the cost of the attack is

negative until the honest branch reaches H. This is because A can conduct a majority

attack with hA < H. Once the honest branch reaches H, the attacker needs to deploy

hA > H, and the cost of the attack becomes positive. Whether the total cost of the attack

is positive or negative depends on the length of the attack. Since the speed at which the

new miners enter the honest branch is independent of hA, it may be optimal to increase hA

to increase the chance that the attack finishes before the honest branch reaches H and the

cost of the attack becomes positive.

If the newly entering miners on the honest branch are less efficient than those on the

benchmark blockchain, the honest branch will not reach H before the marginal miner breaks

even. With less than H on the honest branch, A can conduct a successful majority attack

with hA < H, and thus with the cost of an attack less than the opportunity cost.

7 Conclusion

In designing the Bitcoin network, Nakamoto (2008) concluded that ”[a]ny needed rules and

incentives can be enforced with this [Proof of Work] consensus mechanism.” While it was

thought that an entity that controlled the majority of miners could attack the blockchain, the

assumption was that this would be costly. This paper has demonstrated that this contention

does not hold. Using within-protocol mechanisms only but for the special case of a purely

external attacker, an attack can be carried out with, at best, zero costs and, more likely

negative costs. Thus, what regulates the security of the network is purely external.

There are many candidates for external regulation, but these are often contingent on the

precise motives for an attack. For example, a double-spend attack by which an attacker

censors past transactions in order to re-spend tokens may require an agreed-upon escrow
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period (something Nakamoto (2008) suggested). However, even here, a negative cost attack

could be carried out indefinitely. In other cases where the attacker remains invested in

the network post-attack (say, directly or indirectly because of the ownership of specialized

processors), an anticipated fall in the value of crypto-tokens could deter an attack. Again,

how this would operate is external to the protocol and, at present, the evidence that it is a

regulating device is mixed.8 This points to future research focussing on the nature of Vattack

and developing an understanding of the external institutional and social mechanisms that

may reduce or eliminate it.

8See Kwon et al. (2019), Ramos et al. (2021) and Shanaev et al. (2019).
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A Appendix: Proof of Stake with Nakamoto Consen-

sus

@articlehalaburda2022microeconomics, @articlehalaburda2022microeconomics, In this ap-

pendix, we demonstrate that the same outcomes as those derived for a majority attack

on Proof of Work blockchains also apply to permissionless Proof of Stake blockchains with

Nakamoto Consensus.9

A.1 Equilibrium without an Attack

Let V be the set of validators with individual validator i ∈ V . The stake, in blockchain-native

coins) of i is si. Staking involves a cost associated with locking up capital in the network.

Let r(si) = r sies – average cost of staking (locking up the capital) per unit of clock time,

where es is the (expected) exchange rate and r could be interpreted as an interest rate.

The staking process and block proposer selection proceeds as follows:

• the (approximate) time between the blocks is set by the protocol to be τs

• the protocol calls validator i to mint a block with probability proportional to their

stake; each draw independent

– every τs, validator i mints a block with probability si
S

– within a time K = k τs validator i expects to mint k si
S
block, since each block’s

draw independent

• if a validator is called but does not propose a block, that is, they are a no-show, the

block missing, next node selected according to staking proportion for next τs

• if a validator is called and proposes a valid block they potentially receive newly minted

tokens and transaction fees with expected values in fiat currency of Rs and Φs respec-

tively. (Transaction fees are determined in the same way as under Proof of Work.)

Thus, each validator can choose a stake level that gives them a higher probability of being

the stake proposer. That is, if the total amount staked is S =
∑

i∈V si, then the probability

of being selected to propose a stake in any epoch is si
S
.

9There are two broad variants of Proof of Stake. The first one to emerge was based on Nakamoto
consensus whereby, if there were forks, the chain that validators extended would be the one with the most
blocks. This was the consensus mechanism of PeerCoin. This is not the most widely used variant today.
That is based on Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) and is not vulnerable to the majority attacks as analyzed
in this paper. For more on the distinction between these approaches see Gans (2023). Amoussou-Guenou
et al. (2019), Auer et al. (2021) and Halaburda et al. (2021) discuss attack vulnerabilities of BFT blockchains.
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Figure 2: Majority Attack under Proof of Stake

Given this, for a clock interval K = k τs, each validator i chooses si to maximize expected

profits:

k
si
S
(Rs + Φs)− k τs r sies

If s∗i is the maximized stake amount, then the participation constraint for each i is:

1

S
(Rs + Φs) ≥ τs r es

Let V ′ ⊆ V be the set of validators who satisfy this participation constraint. Given the linear

costs that arise under Proof of Stake, free entry implies that the participation constraint will

bind for all i ∈ V ′ so that:

1

S
(Rs + Φs) = τs r es =⇒ Rs + Φs = τs r es S

A.2 Attack by a Majority Staker

As validators must be accepted into the protocol, the relevant mode of attack is an inside

attack.10 We now describe that attack as depicted in Figure 2.

Suppose that an entity that controls majority of the stake, sA > 1
2
S creates a fork.

Under PoS, a validator cannot attach a block to the blockchain unless they are “called by

the protocol” to do it. Let Bt−1 be the last block before the fork. To create the fork, A

accepts Bt−1, but thereafter does not accept any block created by other validators than

themself. If the protocol running on his local machine calls for a validator other than A,

there is no response, and after τs the protocol calls another validator. Since the stake in the

protocol has not changed, A is called by the protocol with probability sA
S

every interval τs,

and only these blocks are added to the attacking branch.

10Previous analyses of Proof of Stake attacks assumed an outside attack; e.g., Gans and Gandal (2021),
Halaburda et al. (2022a).
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At the same time, A withholds their blocks from the honest branch. Thus, during the

attack, a block is added to the honest branch with probability 1− sA
S

every interval τs. Note

that with sA > 1
2
S, the attack will succeed with probability 1 at some point. Let L = l τs be

the expected length of the attack in clock time. During L, attacker A adds in expectation

l sA
S

blocks, and these are all the blocks on the attacking blockchain. Without the attack,

over L, A would also add l sA
S

blocks in expectation. Thus, A receives proposes the same

number of blocks with and without the attack.

If Vattack is the net present discounted expected payoff to A from a successful attack, then

the incentive compatibility constraint is:

k
sA
S
(Rs + Φs)− k τs r sAes ≥ Vattack − Cattack

Note that, by free entry, the left-hand side of this inequality is 0 so the constraint collapses

to Cattack ≥ Vattack. Here, Cattack is:

Cattack(L) = r sAesL − sA
S
(R̃s + Φ̃s)

where R̃s and tildeΦs are the block rewards and transaction fees earned during an attack.

Note that, as in Proof of Work, it is likely that R̃s = Rs. In addition, using the free

entry condition, Cattack becomes sA
τsS

(
Φs− Φ̃s

)
L. Thus, the incentive compatibility condition

becomes:
sA
τSS

(
Φs − Φ̃s

)
L ≥ Vattack

By the same argument as for Proof of work (that is, Lemma 1), it is easy to see that Φ̃s ≥ Φs.

Thus, we have demonstrated the following result:

Proposition 3 An equilibrium without a majority attack does not exist if there exists a

majority validator even if Vattack = 0.

Note that this is a stronger result than under Proof of Work due to the symmetric and linear

costs associated with being a validator.
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